
WP Lighthouse Strengthens Client Roster,
Seeks Compelling New Titles for Publishing
and Film Adaptations

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, USA, July 11,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- WP

Lighthouse, a recognized leader in real

estate, finance, and publishing,

announces an initiative to strengthen

its client roster by acquiring more

compelling titles. With a track record of

transforming manuscripts into

bestsellers and a solid reputation as a

partner in author success, WP

Lighthouse is expanding its reach to

discover and support new, marketable

stories, including those with potential

for film adaptations.

Expanding Horizons for Authors

Founded in Australia in 2003, WP Lighthouse expanded to Indianapolis, Indiana, in 2014,

launching a dedicated publishing and marketing division. The company supports authors

through every stage of their journey, offering solutions that include literary agent representation,

editorial support, production management, and marketing strategies. WP Lighthouse partners

with authors globally, providing personalized attention and expertise.

A Track Record of Success

WP Lighthouse leverages digital distribution channels, social media platforms, and traditional

marketing tools to ensure visibility and reach for its clients’ works. This approach has positioned

WP Lighthouse as a player in the publishing industry, adapting to the needs of authors and

readers.

New Opportunities for Marketable Stories

WP Lighthouse is seeking new, compelling titles to add to its catalog, particularly stories with

strong market potential, including those suitable for film adaptations. This initiative aims to

provide authors with opportunities to reach broader audiences.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://wplighthouse.com/
https://wplighthouse.com/


“Our mission is to support authors and help them realize their creative visions,” said Chris

Jaguines of WP Lighthouse. “By expanding our client roster and seeking out new titles, we are

reaffirming our commitment to the publishing industry.”

Building a Future for Authors

WP Lighthouse partners with major entertainment hubs like Times Square and The Nevada Strip

to advertise their titles, embracing technological advancements and leveraging various

marketing strategies. From traditional tools like posters and bookmarks to advertising on TV and

streaming channels, WP Lighthouse ensures that its authors’ works receive attention.

WP Lighthouse continues to maintain standards of quality and functionality, with a focus on

serving clients and the community with reliability and trustworthiness.

For more information about WP Lighthouse and its latest initiatives, contact

support@wplighthouse.com or +1-(888) 668-2459.
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